Program Photo workshops and activities
Day 1: Arrival
Arrival at the airport Evenes or at the Hurtigruten harbor in Sortland. Check in, dinner and get to know each
other. We will all together discuss the program for the week.
Day 2: The learning curve.
You get an explanation of how a camera works building on the fundamentals you probably already know.
An explanation why automatic is not always the best option and what creative photography is all about.
An intro into the process of creating an image so your results from the week will look good on your wall and
not just on your hard drive! All lessons will be with practical exercises and not just dry theory.
Day 3: Landscape photography, finding motives and Northern Light evening
Finding motives are on the schedule today. A local Sightseeing with the minibus takes you close to
breathtaking views, to the sculpture “Man from the see” and old fishing villages with colorful houses. We
will stop at beautiful white beaches covered by steep mountains. Back in our basecamp you will have a
lesson in image processing. This evening we will spend in a shelter while waiting for the Aurora Borealis.
Day 4: For your own disposal
Today you can use your new knowledge on your own or book one of our activities on the spot. The house at
the See offers activities like snowshoe hikes, trip to the whale-safari or visiting the Sami and the reindeers.
Day 5: Foto-Workshop: Innovation
Landscape photography lives from light. The best time to photograph the wildlife is before breakfast, when
the rest of the world is still sleeping. We go out looking for Moose.
After breakfast we go out in the archipelago with the boat hunting the eagle with our cameras, which will
come close up to our boat.
Day 6: Departure
After breakfast you leave for the airport with lot of acquired new knowledge about landscape-, northern
lights and wilderness photography and hopefully numerous aurora images and good memories.
The program is of course subject to change due to weather or other unforeseen circumstances.

Recommended to bring:
Bring warm clothes and good, warm hiking shoes, gloves, hat, - and of cause your camera, with extra batteries, tripod
- if you have!
The Program is subject to change due to local weather conditions.
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